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Abstract: 

Changes in technology, sociologic megatrends, as urbanization, aging population, and socio-political trends 

as green and sustainable mobility are marking the directions in the automotive industry. Megatrends like 

connected cars, autonomous driving vehicles, shared mobility and electric cars lead to vehicles which will 

be defined by functionality and software.  

Cars will become part of a mobility ecosystem. This is leading to a transformation of the vehicle architecture 

implemented in current series vehicles: A patchwork architecture where functionalities are isolated in up to 

100 ECUs with individual interfaces and a lot of cabling ensuring the electric and electronic connection is 

going to be replaced by a function-defined architecture with few high-performance computers and zone 

computers, with standardized interfaces, where the cabling will be halved. 

The presentation will describe after a short overview of the megatrends this development in more details. 


